Hamilton Drama Presents

And Then There Were None

Special arrangements with Samuel French

THE CAST

Fredicka Narracott ......................................................... Taylor Jones
General MacKenzie ..................................................... Dustin Hartwig
Anthony Marston .......................................................... Jake Hudson
Ethel Rogers ................................................................. Bailey Greenwood
Suzan Rogers ............................................................... Macy Caliendo
Emily Brent ................................................................. Lindsey Paquette
Sir Wargrave ............................................................... Jason Schlaman
Dr. Armstrong ............................................................. Gabby Fuhriman
Sandra Blore ............................................................. Alison Moore
Philip Lombard ........................................................... Zack Buschke
Vera Claythorne ........................................................... Hannah Menzel

As a courtesy to actors and others around you, please silence cell phones and pagers.

No flash photography or recording devices are allowed during the performance.

Please do not use your cell phone cameras. This is copyright infringement.
SETTING

The living room of a house on Soldier Island, off the coast of Devon, England

Act One
A summer evening in August

Act Two
Scene I: The following morning
Scene 2: The same day-afternoon

Act Three
Scene 1: The same day-evening
Scene 2: The following afternoon

PRODUCTION STAFF

Director ....................................................................................................................................... Erin Brigham
Director ................................................................................................................................... Dede Paquette
Set Designers ............................................................................................................................. Steve Rader
Tech Directors ............................................................................................................................ Steve Rader
Costume Designer ..................................................................................................................... Darcy Devens
Light Designer ........................................................................................................................... Dean Wicker
Sound Supervisor ......................................................................................................................... John Washbush

CREW

Stage Manager ............................................................................................................................... Erika Ludorf
Assistant Stage Manager ............................................................................................................. Alexi Carlson
Property Manager ......................................................................................................................... Dani Kallis
Set Crew .................................................................................................................................... Ryan Adrian, Emily Fassbender, Tessa Jaskolski, Kayla Flath, Alexi Carlson, Erin Schounard, Katie Merkel, Dani Kalis, Lauretta Wedell, Erika Ludorf, Alyssa Henke, Katelyn Bahr, Katie Bembeneck, Jade Lovelien, Izabel Krystowiak, Jasmyn Ware, Bridget Nejedlo, Jessica Moegenburg, Brooke Barbeau, Collin Schulz, Jon Angle, Hallie Anton
Light Board Operator ..................................................................................................................... Dani Kallis
Sound Board Operators .............................................................................................................. Emily Fassbender, Tessa Jaskolski, and Linsey Blattner
SUMMARY

Ten guilty strangers are lured to an old beach resort on a remote private island. In the main house, the strangers discover a mantelpiece lined with 10 little soldier statuettes and topped with a familiar nursery rhyme that tells how each of the ten soldiers met his death. As the strangers contemplate the rhyme, a mysterious voice accuses each of having gotten away with murder. Soon, one stranger drops dead - poisoned. And, one statuette drops and smashes on the floor. One down, nine to go. One by one the strangers meet the same end as the soldiers in the rhyme. Will they find the murderer before the last soldier falls, and then there are none?

DIRECTOR NOTES

Welcome to the 2014-15 Hamilton Drama season. We are so excited for you to join us for a fantastic season. Our first show is a murder mystery by Agatha Christie, followed by the new musical, The Addams Family, and ending with a children's show that can entertain people of all ages. The fall show has been so much fun for the cast and directors to connect the ideas and find ways to give the audience clues as to who is the murderer on the island. We hope to keep you guessing as one by one, the statues or, in our case, the actors fall.

The fall cast has been wonderful to work with, filled with many talents and so much energy. A cast can be only as strong as the individuals are, and this cast is amazing. We have had many laughs and creative moments developing the scenes in this production. So thank you to everyone involved in this production—this is a production that came together because everyone worked together! Thank you to my friends, family, and babies—you are the best!

Thank you to the families and the Drama Booster Club who unconditionally help the drama program—without you, we would not be as successful.

Thank you to the Hamilton Staff—your support is greatly appreciated because you have really supported the students involved in the program.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Hamilton Staff
Hamilton Administration
Hamilton Drama Booster Club
Hamilton Drama Executive Board
Piggly Wiggly
First Stage Theatre
Marcy Kearns
Leanna Vannarom
WHO’S WHO IN THE CAST

Hannah Menzel is a senior and is thrilled to be playing Vera Claythorne in this production of And Then There Were None. This will be her 8th show here and she is thrilled to be back on the stage. She would like to thank her family and her best friend, Melanie, for their support. Enjoy the show!

Macy Caliendo is a junior and is now performing in her 8th show at Hamilton. She is excited to be playing such an interesting role. She’d like to thank Lindsey for being so fun to act with.

Taylor Jones is a junior and this is her 2nd production. She is very happy to be doing drama because acting is her passion. Taylor would like to thank the directors, Brigham and Paquette, and also Lindsey, Macy, and Ronni. She hopes you enjoy And Then There Were None.

Jason Schlaman is a sophomore this year and is excited to be playing Wargrave in his 4th show. Jason’s excited for this production. He hopes his stage presence ignites your soul and keeps the spirit of Hamilton Drama alive in your eyes. He’d also like to thank his always supportive family and friends and is glad his brother Brendan could come back from college for the show.

Jake Hudson is a freshman performing in his first production at HHS. He will be playing Anthony Marston. He hopes you enjoy the show, and would like to thank his new drama friends for being so amazing!

Dustin Hartwig is a sophomore this year and this is his 3rd high school production. He is very ecstatic to be performing with all of his fellow cast members. He would like to thank his friends and family for all of their support. Special thanks to Hannah Menzel, and Macy Caliendo for all of their support.

Bailey Greenwood is a sophomore and she feels honored for the opportunity to play Miss Ethel Rogers. This is Bailey’s 3rd play. She would like to thank the directors for this part and would also like to thank her friends and family for all of their support.

Alison Moore is a senior and is thrilled to be playing Cynthia Davis/Sandra Blore in And Then There Were None. This will be her 7th show with HHS Drama and she is very sad that this is her last fall show. She would like to thank Brigham and Paquette for all of the work they put in every single year for productions, and for all that they’ve personally done for Alison to help improve her acting. She would also like to thank her family, especially her Mom, for always helping her memorize lines the past four years. Enjoy the show!
WHO’S WHO IN THE CAST CONT.

Zack Buschke is super excited to be in his 10th HHS production playing Philip Lombard. Zack has been passionate about drama ever since freshman year. He’d like to thank Jon Huss, his parents who always support him, Sree, and the directors for their inspiration.

Gabby Fuhriman is playing Doctor Armstrong and is a senior in the program. Being her 8th show at Hamilton, she has had a blast doing this show. She would like to thank her parents, siblings, friends, and directors for supporters. Thank you for coming and enjoy the show!

Lindsey Paquette is a junior and in her 7th show at HHS. She loves drama and couldn’t be happier to be playing a mean old woman. She would like to thank Macy Caliendo for her awesome support. Thank you for coming and enjoy the show!

Come visit us for the rest of the Hamilton Drama’s Season

The Addams Family
February 12-14, 2015 @ 7pm and February 15, 2015 @ 2pm

Children’s Production
April 30-May 2, 2015 @ 7pm and May 3, 2015 @ 2pm
WHO'S WHO IN THE CREW

Katie Merkel is a senior here at Hamilton. She has been a part of 7 plays and has been on crew for 4 years. She loves drama and is excited to be a part of the play.

Emily Fassbender is a junior in her 2nd year of crew. She really enjoys hanging out with the rest of the people in crew and loves tech with Tessa and Dani. She wants to thank Brigham, Steve, and Paquette for these times and hopes you will enjoy the show.

Lauretta Wedell is a sophomore this year. And Then There Were None is her 3rd show at HHS. She is really excited about it and hopes you enjoy watching the show.

Erika Ludorf is a senior at HHS and this is her 13th show. She has been on crew for four years and loves drama! She would like to thank Steve, Lexi, and her mom for supporting her as both a crewbie and actor over the years. Enjoy the show!

Alyssa Henke is currently a junior at HHS. She was in crew freshman year but sadly couldn’t continue drama crew sophomore year due to other activities. Alyssa would like to thank Erin Shounard for persuading her to join again!

Katelyn Bahr was in drama freshman year, ditched sophomore year, and joined again this year. She likes being creative and building things. She would like to thank Erin Shounard.

Jade Lovelien is really excited to be starting her sophomore year and joining crew for this show. She is going to try hard to try to get into the next show. Shout out to Jon M!

Ryan Adrian is a junior and has been a crew member since his freshman year.

Katie Bembenek is a senior this year. This will be Katie’s 3rd show on crew. She is so excited to be in crew again this year. She hopes you enjoy the show!

Erin Schounard has participated in drama for the past 7 shows. She really enjoys being able to talk on headset and wear paint clothes. She would like to thank Steve for being such an inspiration for her.
WHO'S WHO IN THE CREW CONT.

Alexi Carlson is a senior at HHS and this is her 13th show. This is her 4th year in crew, and she is super excited to be participating in the productions this year. She'd like to thank her parents, Erika, and Steve for their support!

Dani Kallis is a junior and is involved in her 7th show. She enjoys shedding some light on the stage. Also, she loves to organize and manage the prop shop. She would like to thank Steve and Dean for being so awesome.

Izabel Krystowiak is a freshman and is thrilled to be involved in her first production at HHS. She has loved drama from an early age and would like to thank her parents and teachers for supporting her.

Hallie Anton is a freshman and this is her first production. She is new to drama and is excited to be involved in something so fun! Hallie would like to thank her family and friends for their continuous support. Enjoy!

Jasmyn Ware is a freshman and this will be the first time she has been involved in stage crew. She is ecstatic to be a part of such an amazing group of students both on and off stage; she is ready to help out.

Bridget Nejedlo is a junior and this is her 2nd show that she has been involved with. She has enjoyed painting and building the set with some fun people. Thank you for the laughs and enjoy the show!

Jessica Moegenburg is a freshman and is overjoyed to be part of stage crew. She enjoys design and can’t wait to see how much she can be a part of in crew. She would like to thank Harvey and her family for being so supportive.

Jon Angle is a freshman who is new to stage crew. With the fun of building sets, painting, and putting the final touches to the set, Jon is thrilled to be a part of something so amazing. He hopes you all enjoy how hard the crew worked and hopes to continue being involved in drama.

Tessa Jaskolski is a junior and is involved in her 4th show. She loves to be in crew, especially sound with Emily. Enjoy the show and all the hard work everyone put into the show on and off stage.
The One-Act, “Booby Trap” is the Hamilton Drama’s competition play. The show is about a soldier in a war zone and he has unfortunately put himself in ‘harms’ way. As he sits against a tree stump hoping for a way out, he has flashbacks to when he meets his wife, college, and other important moments in his life. Throughout the play the soldier tries to find comfort in his mind while trying to hope that his Captain will bring him some good news. Will he find an escape route? Will he be a hero?

The production will be competing October 25 and November 8th in hopes to be part of the state festival November 20-22 at Viterbo University in La Crosse.

Row one Judy Angle, Ciara Cronin, Kira Lange, Emily Bader, Rashell Pershman
Row two Emily Keith, Ronni Ludin, Jewell Gorges, Angel Kehring, Kristal Fedie, Joe Samara
Row three Yanni Ferdaus, Bea Kuenn, Zubair Tahir, Salvatore Calatola-Young, Kavya Ayalsamayajula, Nat Atkinson

ONE ACT CAST

Soldier ............................................................................................................................................ Joe Samara
Caitlyn.............................................................................................................................................Bea Kuenn
Major Harris .................................................................................................................................. Yanni Ferdaus
Cap. Gruss...................................................................................................................................... Salvatore Calatola-Young
Tom..................................................................................................................................................Zubair Tahir
Cathy ..................................................................................................................................................Ronni Ludin
Lieutenant.......................................................................................................................................Jewell Gorges
Drill Instructor .................................................................................................................................Kavya Ayalsomayajula
Mom..................................................................................................................................................Kira Lange
Corporal ...........................................................................................................................................Nat Atkinson
Professor .........................................................................................................................................Judy Angle
Sister Anne .......................................................................................................................................Angel Kehring
Abby ..................................................................................................................................................Ciara Cronin
Molly ................................................................................................................................................Emily Keith
Mark ..................................................................................................................................................Zack Buschke
Stephanie .........................................................................................................................................Emily Bader
Soldiers............................................................................................................................................Rashelle Pershman